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Help fight global warming
Each time you fly, you are contributing to global warming.
Aeroplanes use kerosene, which is a non-renewable fossil fuel
that releases greenhouse gases into the atmosphere as it
burns.
The Guardian, The Observer and Guardian Unlimited have
joined forces with Climate Care to enable you to pay to
balance out your share of your flight's emissions. Your money
will be used to fund projects that absorb, reduce or avoid an
equivalent amount of greenhouse gases elsewhere. This is
called an 'offset'.
Guardian Newspapers Ltd offsets all of its business air travel
booked through its main travel agent, and aims to extend this
to cover staff flights booked through its other suppliers during
2005. All reader flight offers through our marketing department
now offer the option to offset emissions.
By taking this action you are helping to repair your impact on
the climate.
Calculate the cost to offset my flight
Where will my money go?
Your money will contribute to three Climate Care projects that
cut greenhouse gases:
· Rainforest restoration in Uganda
Restoration of the Kibale forest reserve, home to the highest
number of primate species of any forest in the world. The
project also provides employment for local communities.
· Capturing dangerous methane emissions from UK coal
mines
Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, which has 23 times
the impact of CO2 over 100 years. Climate Care is providing
funds to its new sister company Electric Field Ltd, to capture
the methane that is currently escaping from disused coal
mines and using it to generate electricity.
· Energy-saving lighting in South Africa
Climate Care is running a programme of installing low-energy
lighting in low-income households in South Africa. The lamps
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will reduce the demand for electricity, which is generated in
coal-fired power stations. It will help householders to save
money as well as reducing emissions.
· Click here for more information about Climate Care and how
they calculate the offset.
Calculate the cost to offset my flight
Advertiser links
Save on All Your Calls with Vonage
When looking for local regional and long distance calling,...
vonage.com
MyCashNow - $100 - $1,500 Overnight
Cash in your account over night. All customers pay only...
mycashnow.com
Mortgage Rates Hit Record Lows
$160,000 loan as low as $633/month. Compare rates -...
lowermybills.com
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